2016 Special Garden Project: Jazzy Mix Zinnia Evaluation

Because I enrolled in the Special Garden Project about Jazzy Mix Zinnias: (please check all that apply):

_____ I took a 4-H gardening project for the first time

_____ I grew Jazzy Mix Zinnias for the first time

_____ I entered flowers at my County Fair for the first time

_____ I learned new information about gardening

_____ I grew zinnias for the first time

Please list three new things you learned by taking this project:

1.

2.

3.

Because I enrolled in the Special Garden Project this year, next year I plan to (please check all that apply):

_____ enroll in a regular 4-H gardening project for the first time

_____ change a gardening method I've used or use a new gardening method

_____ grow zinnias again

_____ try a new cultivar of a plant I currently grow

_____ amend garden soil with organic matter

What change/s do you plan to make or new methods do you plan to use?

Because I enrolled in the Special Garden Project this year: (please check all that apply):

_____ I am learning skills that can be used in the future

_____ I found a connection between my interests and a career

_____ I can think of ways this 4-H project could be a business

_____ I learned about a new career

Would you enroll in a special garden project again?  Yes  No  Maybe

If yes, what vegetables or flowers would you like to grow and learn more about?

The evaluation can also be filled out online at: http://go.unl.edu/wi4r **